Thousand Oaks Movers Delivers the best Quality Services GuaranteedProvide fast, reliable & safe handling of your
belongings to your destination at the most affordable rate. Our customers satisfaction is the one & only goalHere is
keyword list: expert, budget, friendly, safe

Thousand Oaks movers
Does the thought of moving bring anxiety, stress and tension to your mind? Look no further, you’ve come to the right
place. Thousand Oaks Movers is one of the most sought out after leading moving companies in the Thousand Oaks and
surrounding area because we provide fast, reliable & safe handling of your belongings to your destination at the most
affordable rate. With our well trained and experienced movers, you can rest assured that your belongings are in the
right hands!
Our customer satisfaction is the one and only goal which inspires us to deliver the best quality service. We keep our
commitments from the beginning of your move, until your last items are unpacked. This is because we understand that
in order for you to have an uncomplicated and hassle-free experience, it is important that we carry all required
insurances policies by law including workman's comp for your protection. All of our team members are honest, friendly,
well-dressed, hardworking men & women, and above all true professionals assembled as employees of the company,
not hired as independent laborers.
We have the ability to provide full moving services with outstanding care for your valuables and strive to ensure that
your possessions are expertly handled and are not damaged in any way. We have the equipment and vehicles to move
your residential property or your commercial office with diverse range of needs, including general office furniture,
libraries and file rooms, computer equipment and panel installation. Each of our affordable moving packages includes
continuously maintained trucks on a daily basis, 4 wheeler dollies, speed packs, wheeled carts and heavy duty moving
blankets. We incorporate specialty runners for carpets, hardwood floors and hard boards for marble flooring on each job
to protect your floors. We also supply and install shrink wrap, Pad & bubble wrapping for delicate breakable items,
wardrobe boxes, mattress bags and appliance servicing.
We at Thousand Oaks Movers pride ourselves on being prompt, polite, and friendly with a commitment to excellence.
We are not the pushy salesman type who focuses solely on closing the deal. We have competitive rates that fit any
budget and we give free estimates from your location or from our website. We will review and go over the specifics of
your move with you to ensure everything is handled to your liking by coming out to look at your furniture, equipment,
fixtures, boxes, and layout.
When you start planning a move, you can end up with a lot more questions than answers. Thousand Oaks Movers has
all the answers and is always committed to providing precise assistance to all your questions and concerns. We don’t
take things to chance and we don’t second guess every aspect of moving. We are A+ Rated movers with the BBB and
one of Southern California’s top ranking moving companies on Yelp.
Call us today directly at (888) 888-8888 or instant messenger online for a free quote. Our experienced and friendly
personnel are waiting to assist you.

